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Beyond the Source (Book 1)
• What are the Source Entities ?
• Source Entities One through Six & Then Seven through Twelve (Book 2)
• An overview of the SE environments and entities
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This is only a brief overview there are lots of other subjects in the books!

Highlights
from
‘The History of God’
Awakening
Channelled Communications
and
Spiritual Physics
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An Awakening
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An Awakening
• Life long interest in the metaphysical – UFO’s etc.
– Read many metaphysical books of the day.

• Meditated extensively during teen’s.
• Told in a waking dream that what I believed was true
but to focus on earthly work first (4 men in robes).
• Introduced to Reiki by a friend.
• Received Brennan Healing Science training from my
healer - a direct student of Barbara Brennan.
– Including channelling and past life healing.
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An Awakening
The Swedish Attunement
I received the start of an awakening cascade via Aliens and a
spiritual friend in Sweden.
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A Journey amongst the frequencies

A Journey Amongst
The Frequencies
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A Journey Amongst The Frequencies
(meeting my first energetic entities)

• Learnt to traverse the lower levels through energy
healing courses.
• Reprimanded when my teacher noted I was able to go
higher than the 7 Auric levels for not being grounded.
– Discovered 10 levels are associated with the human form.
– 1-3 physical, 4-7 spirituophysical, 8-10 spiritual.
– 12 are associated with the physical environment. They
include things like radio/microwaves etc.
– levels 13 & 14 are where we will ascend to (reserved
frequencies in the 1st Tritave of the 2nd full dimension)

• Discovered methods of shield/filters could be created
by using the levels and knitting them together.
• Discovered other entities existed above level 14.
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Byron Aliens Hum and the Om

• The first entities contacted were
– Byron.
– Aliens in a base on Crete.
– The OM & Hum.

• The Source Entity and the Origin required me to
traverse the higher levels.
– above level 100.
– There are 408 frequency levels in our Source Entities
Multiverse (397 Simultaneous Universes)

The communications with these entities is where the
information for The History Of God originated.
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A Short History of the Origin and
the Source Entity
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A Short History of the Origin
• The Origin is the ABSOLUTE, the ALL.
• It is sentient energy, frequency and dimension.
– 12 zones, 12 dimensions, 12 frequencies.

• Each dimension is a “tritave” of 3 “dimensional subcomponents”.
• (e.g. height, width, length in the physical universe).

• Initial self investigation resulted in experience,
knowledge and evolution.
• The Origin desired acceleration of evolution and
created 12 Origins equal to itself, external to itself This failed!
• The Origin created 12 Source Entities in equality but
lesser than itself and internal to itself.
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A Short History of the
Source Entity (God?)
• Created by the Origin.
• A singular energy source – left to its own devices.
• Once self aware it was given the task of experiencing
and evolving in any way possible and passing this on
to the Origin.
• As a response to this task it created our multiverse.
• Populated it with smaller versions of itself.
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Spiritual physics and the source entities multiverse

Spiritual Physics and the
Source Entities Multiverse
(The 12 Dimensions)
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Evolutionary Ascension Towards
Full And Total Communion with God

3rd Dimensional
Sub Component

The Multiverse
121st Frequency (110th Simultaneous Universe)

nd
Fourth Full Dimension2 Dimensional
Sub Component

One Base Frequency = 1 Simultaneous Universe
1st Dimensional
Sub Component

3rd Dimensional
Sub Component

85th Frequency (74th Simultaneous Universe)
84th Frequency (73rd Simultaneous Universe)

2nd Dimensional
Third Full Dimension
Sub Component

One Base Frequency = 1 Simultaneous Universe
1st Dimensional
Sub Component

3rd Dimensional
Sub Component

49th Frequency (38th Simultaneous Universe)
48th Frequency (37th Simultaneous Universe)

Our Dimension, being the Lowest,
needs the Three Sub Dimensional
Components to create it, together
they equal one. The twelve
frequencies inflate our “3 into 1” sub
dimensional component therefore
creating a single universe.
Thereafter, as we ascend the
frequencies a Single Base
Frequency = 1 Simultaneous
Universe

2nd Dimensional
Second Full Dimension
Sub Component

One Base Frequency = 1 Simultaneous Universe
1st Dimensional
Sub Component

3rd Dimensional
Sub Component

First Full Dimension

2nd Dimensional
Sub Component 3 into 1

1st Dimensional
Sub Component

13th Frequency (Second Simultaneous Universe)
12th Frequency

The number of
frequencies is therefore
11x3x12 + 12 which = 408
base frequencies, but this
equals 397 Simultaneous
Universes!

All Frequencies = 1 Universe (our Physical Universe), The First Simultaneous Universe!
1st Frequency
Our Three Sub Dimensional Components can be Classified as –Height, Width, Breadth
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The Multiverse
Anatomy of a Full Dimension (2nd and Above)
and its
Sub Dimensional Components
In this Illustration the First Sub
Dimensional Component has
its “volume” inflated by the
Twelve Base Frequencies.

2

1

3
Twelve Frequencies inflate each
Sub Dimensional Component.
Each Base Frequency creates a
Single Simultaneous Universe.
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The Multiverse
Anatomy of a Full Dimension (Our Dimension The 1st Full Dimension)
and its
Sub Dimensional Components
In this Illustration All Sub
Dimensional Components equal 1
and as a result its “volume” is
inflated by the Twelve Base
Frequencies in totality.

1 2
3

Our Dimension, being the Lowest,
needs the Three Sub Dimensional
Components to create it, together
they equal one. The twelve
frequencies inflate our “3 into 1” sub
dimensional component therefore
creating a single universe.
Thereafter, as we ascend the
frequencies a Single Base
Frequency = 1 Simultaneous
Universe
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Spiritual Physics and the
Source Entities Multiverse
The dimensional groups.
• 1,2,3 are linked.
• 4,5,6 are linked.
• 7,8,9 are linked.
• 10,11,12 are linked.
• A 7th dimensional entity can traverse the 7th and 8th.
The 9th is too far and is a function of evolution.
• A 7th dimension entity can only traverse to the 6th via
an energetic construct.
• A 8th dimensional entity can traverse the 7th and 9th.
• Traversing from the 9th to the 10th dimension is a
function of evolution.
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An illustration of how the dimensions are overlaid

An Illustration of How
The Dimensions Are Overlaid
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Spiritual Physics and the
Source Entities Multiverse
An Illustration of How The Dimensions are Overlaid
Phase Angle – The difference between the phase of a sinusoidally varying quantity
and the phase of a second quantity which varies sinusoidally at the same frequency.

SPACE!

DIMENSION

Direction
of view
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Source: http://www.answers.com/topic/phase-angle

Spiritual Physics and the
Source Entities Multiverse
An Illustration of How The Dimensions are Overlaid
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Spiritual Physics and the
Source Entities Multiverse
An Illustration of How The Dimensions are Overlaid
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Summary 2

Ascension Through
the Frequencies
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Ascension Through
the Frequencies
“Before an entity can translate to the next
dimension it must be able to ascend the
frequencies that fill the dimension of
domicile”
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Ascension Through
the Frequencies
Three Dimensional Frequency Space
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Ascension Through
the Frequencies
An Illustration of Ascension Opportunities
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Loss of communication through reduction in frequency

A Loss of Communication &
Faculties
In
Lower Frequencies
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The broadband illustration of loss of
communication with our higher selves &
faculties due to traversing the lower
frequencies

World Wide Web
= Our True Energetic Self
5,000,000 senses

Our Incarnate Self
5 senses
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Time

The Basics of Why We Are Here
&
The Importance of the Earth
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The basics of Why We Are Here
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To help the Source Entity Evolve.
Therefore to help the Origin Evolve.
To Experience.
To Learn.
To Evolve.
To achieve Self Realization whilst in the physical.
To Facilitate the Ascension of this Universe.
– via the Earths Ascension.

• Become equals with the Source Entities and the
Origin. (information from SE5).
• To ascend together with the Source Entities and the
Origin.
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The importance of the earth

The Importance of the Earth
• The Earth is an experiment in free will, designed to help accelerate
evolution.
• Universally, the Earth can be considered as a piece of important
circuitry in a computer.
• Without its circuits being complete (ley-lines) it doesn’t allow the rest
of the circuit (the ley-lines or wormholes to the other stars and
planets) to function.
• Hence the universe cannot move up the frequency levels until the
Earth starts to function properly allowing IT to increase in frequency
level.
• If free will is successful, the Earth will ascend and free will, will be
adopted throughout the universe.
• The Earth is therefore pivotal within the universes ascension.
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Highlights
from
‘Beyond The Source’
Communications With The Co-Creators
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Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•

What are the Source Entities ?
The functional maintenance of a Source Entity
Source Entity One
Source Entity Two
Source Entity Three
Source Entity Four
Source Entity Five
Source Entity Six
Source Entity Seven through Twelve (A Peek at Book 2!)

This is a brief overview there are lots of other information in the book!
Details on Source Entities Seven through Twelve are in Book 2
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What Are the Source Entities?
A Re-Cap

• They are Entities created by the Origin (The Absolute, All There is) to
help it investigate itself and evolve in the process.
• Their task was to Experience, Learn and Evolve in anyway possible by
using their creativity.
• Some Created a Multiversal Environment as the workshop for this work.
• Some populated their environments with smaller individualized versions
of themselves to experience the fine detail of their environments, that
which they would find difficult in their own state.
• They are:
– The Co-Creators
– The Elohim
– The method of accelerating the Origins evolution
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What Are the Source Entities?
I am surrounded by all Source Entities and connected to
SE10,11, 12 and the Origin concurrently
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The Functional Maintenance
of a Source Entity
By Source Entity Four

Source Entities need to maintain the following functions:Structure is the first of the functions that a Source Entity has. It is independent and
interconnected with form and volume irrespective of energy or its type.
Form is what SE’s choose to be to maximise the number of environments they create.
Form does not necessarily relate to shape for it is a function of division and the energies
required to maintain that division.

Volume is how SE’s choose to inflate themselves in order to accommodate the
environments and the entities they create. It increases or decrease's depending upon
what maintenance function is being performed.
Detail is what is being investigated by every SE including the Origin. It is the detail of
"self". It is what gives SE’s their individuality, being, personality .
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The Functional Maintenance
of a Source Entity
Compartmentalisation is what SE’s do when they create an environment. It allows
their normal functionality to operate without the need to maintain that environment that
has been compartmentalised, they place the environment on automatic or entrust the
environments maintenance to a set of entities created for such a function.

Singularity is a function of being and detail. It is what keeps SE’s autonomous from the
Origin. SE’s are responsible for themselves and their creations. It is a most special gift.
Diversification is a function of their ability to experiment into the different ways of
evolving, using these ways in parallel to accelerate their total evolution.
Multiplicity is a higher function of singularity and diversification. It is the ability to
perform many things all at the same time. It is to be in contact with ALL of a SE’s self,
it’s creations and it’s environments all at the same time without loss of concentration.
This is the omnipresence that priests talk about.
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The Functional Maintenance
of a Source Entity
Self is that function of an SE that "is". It is a result of the correct and harmonious
operation of detail and being. Self is what all SE’s investigate at the start of their
existence.
Remembrance is energy with a most important function. It is the way SE’s continue to
know who and what they are and what they have achieved.
Being is a result of the combined functions of detail, self and singularity. It’s a higher
function of self whilst being separate and independent whilst also being interdependent.
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Source Entity One
The Creator of our Multiverse
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Source Entity One
• The Creator of our Multiverse

• SE1 allows extended creativity (creation by the created – essential
evolution)
• The Multiverse – Ascension in Action
– To provide a method of structured ascension based habitat.

• The Physical Universe
– To provide the foundation for the Multiverse
– To provide a location for the lowest frequencies experienced by the Origin.

• Galaxies are entities in their own right!
–
–
–
–

Their primary role is to gather stray energy and give it purpose.
To provide substance for the evolution of the individualised entities.
They evolve - a result of their being of service to the individualised entities.
They are the guardians of the space that they exist within.
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Source Entity One
• Planets - the work force of the Galaxies
– The role of the planets is threefold.
– 1 to provide a smaller cleaning/gathering function by attracting denser energies and
integrating them.
– 2 to provide a focal point for the physical and energetic existence of smaller energetic
entities.
– 3 to experience and evolve in their own right.
– In doing these three things they provide the most basic functions for the continued
function of the universe.

• The Smaller Entities and Their/Our Role
– To experience existence at the largest/smallest possible level at the highest/lowest
possible frequency.
– Realisation of self & others
– Experience existence
– Evolve
– Recognition of position within the universe
– Recognise the mission in their existence
– Understand the Origin and its creations
– Return to the source, when appropriate
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– Maintenance of oneness whilst in the whole/source

Source Entity Two
Divided itself up into Four main Universal Environments
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Source Entity Two
•

Divided itself up into Four main Universal Environments
– A Multiverse of Four Universes

•

12x4x12x3 levels within the Four Universes

•

The Four Environments of Source Entity Two
– Environment One – ten thousand source entities, one environment
– Environment Two – the cast out principal
– Environment Three – an environment for change
– Environment Four – an environment aware of its own existence
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Source Entity Two
Environment One – Ten thousand source entities, one environment
•

Entities given Total Autonomy & Equality with their creator.

•

Total Power over their environment

•

Can only exist within the first environment – can not return to their Source.

•

The entities are all one and the same! But…….. Distinguished by their thought processes

•

They exist like a cloud, as an undulating mass forming droplets of sentience.

Environment Two – The cast out principal
•

Limited to one dimension and one base frequency, similar to our physical condition.

•

They have to work and exist as a multiple, that is, for every one of you, there are 4+ of them.

•

When progressing adversely to the group, they are cast outside the group.

•

They may form groups that are made up of other cast outs
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Source Entity Two
Environment Three – an environment for change
• Fluidic in nature, it is constantly changing in rotational attractivity.

• Everything has a force called rotational attractivity, It is not gravity but is the random function that
causes an entity to slip uncontrollably from one dimension or frequency to another.
• The entities know when they are close to being moved from one type of rotational environment to
another and prepare themselves for the change.
• As they become more and more aligned to their next rotational existence they get a feel of what
limitations or abilities they will have and can plan what they can achieve evolution-wise.

Environment Four – an environment aware of its own existence
• Environment four was given the gift of individuality and the opportunity to evolve in its own right –
energy given sentience.
• It evolved on its own and created its own entities & Given the same rules as ALL Source Entities.
• The environment is purely energetic and used as the basis for communication
44

• The entities are like gasses mixing together but not in a way that creates a new gas

Source Entity Three
SE 3 considered itself a matrix sphere
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SE3’s Entities

Source Entity Three

•

SE3’s entities operate on high frequencies only – Blissful.

•

The entities are similar in functionality to Earths Nature Spirits.

•

They exist for as long as necessary to perform their role and then return to the core
energies.

•

They create constructs, areas of local density, to help each other evolve.

•

They create non-sentient, individual beings, made of energy that is available within
the surrounding areas.

•

The created entities do what they feel is required to evolve on behalf of their creator.

•

A creating entity can create many, many copies of itself in order to accelerate their
evolution.

•

A entity that creates in excess of circa 100 copies looses its individuality and
becomes one with the created, creating a collective.
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Source Entity Three
Working Together

• Entities that have not replicated can merge with others who have also
not replicated.
• When they work together as a team they do so as a team of merged
entities, a team of separated entities or a mixture of both.
• They sometimes find it advantageous to work within an environment
where they are limited in their connectivity with the rest of the universe.
• To do this they align themselves to the area of local density you call a
planet.
SE3 as a matrix sphere
Of areas of local density
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Source Entity Three
Creative Intention

• The areas of local density are created by the creating entities “Creative
Intention”.
• Areas of local density (both planets and galaxies) can be as large as a
galaxy or as small as a planet.
• They need to create entities that maintain the intention – otherwise it
dissolves.
• These “maintenance” entities allow the creating entities the opportunity
to create elsewhere.
• When required an area of local density, including those energies used to
create the maintenance entities can be dissolved back into its energetic
components, and if necessary back into the creating entity.
A representation of a maintenance entity
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Source Entity Four
A Source Entity of Energy Voids
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Source Entity Four
Energy Voids Create Energy Flow
•
•

The Position of the voids creates the energy flow, and flow creates function.
Those parts that provide structure need energy flow to allow the function to operate.

SE4’s Environments and Entities
•
•
•

The environments created only allow the entities to exist in the physical levels of
frequency – much higher than mankind's physicality
One universe is similar in form to a doughnut – the planets are the same.
One planet in this universe has three environments and an entity for each one.
– In the central void area of the planet the entity is like a a huge butterfly type of
shape the wings are accumulators of energies that allow their translation from
point to point by using lines of attractivity.
– The surface of the planet demands a heavier version of the butterfly form. The
wings attract different energies, ensuring that the entity is able to operate in a
similar condition to mankind in a gravitational field. Other appendages also
become visible for using energies and areas of physicality that cannot be 50
handled by the deflated wings.

Source Entity Four
SE4’s Environments and Entities

• When below the apparent surface of the planet, which is not so
different to the difference in air to water on earth a more stream lined
version of the butterfly form is required that has a repulsive field
surrounding it. Its form would be a bit like crossing the surface based
form of the entity with a crayfish or crab but with significantly less
density.
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• The entities can change form factor to any of the three described

Source Entity Four
SE4’s Environment – Planets in Community

• Some entities associate themselves with a planet to work with the planet
in a way that is particular to the needs of that planet.
• One planet type has a function that is specific to being in a community of
planets; they stick together and work together as a whole. “Like a Stickle
Brick.” !
• The function of entities is symbiotic, they guide the planet to the location
of other planets of the same form factor. They then "plug" together to
form a larger planet.
The Stickle Brick Planets.
No barriers to the size of
The community.
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Source Entity Five
A Singular Entity
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Source Entity Five
Awakening – A Slow Process
• SE5

is a Source Entity that chose to Experience, Learn and Evolve on its own.

• SE5 was unaware of the consequences of uncontrolled thought and what
happens if thought goes un-checked.

• SE5 created and was surrounded by “thought junk”.
• Thought junk has an association with the creator of the thought, which sticks
to the creator of the thought in a random pattern.

• They are an energy drain and can increase significantly in size.
• Once recognised SE5 re-absorbed their energies
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Source Entity Five
First Contact with the Origin
• The

Origin contacts SE5 to educate it on its reason for existence.

• An energy tube linking the Origin with SE5 with what appeared to be a
"skin" that surrounded it. The tube changed in appearance as the
communication progressed.
• Communication was instantaneous, complete and concise.
• SE’s are individualized units of the Origin in Plane, Dimension and
Energy.

• Communication on this level was like “Being the Origin”.
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Source Entity Five
First Contact with the Origin

The Origin Contacting the Source Entities
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Source Entity Five
Why SE5 stayed Singular
• SE5 decided to create for itself, within itself, that which was necessary for its
own evolution and expansion of its knowledge.
• What it was experiencing was enough to sustain its existence from an
evolutionary perspective without the need to gain a greater level faster by using
the divisional methods used by the others.

• SE5 experiments on itself and can loose control of itself.
• SE5 sets a specific time duration for its experiment , which when reached
resets SE5 back to normal.

• Even during full loss of control SE5 is able to record the experience and
memorise it.
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Source Entity Five
Why SE5 stayed Singular
• In one experiment the dimensions themselves gained sentience,

they were intelligence without frequency and energetic content. It
was a new form of material .

• Dimension is a higher form of existence & therefore sentience.
• Dimension can develop sentience without the content of energy
and frequency simply because it is a higher function of the
Origin’s make-up
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Source Entity Six
A Source Entity of Five Aspects
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Source Entity Six
A Source Entity of Five Aspects
• SE 6 created 5 levels of existence, no dimensions, no frequencies.
•

Level 1 is the level of basic existence and understanding of self and
sentience.
• Level 2 is the level of self realisation, awareness of SE 6’s greater reality
• Level 3 is the level of creativity
• Level 4 is the recognition of creativity for evolutionary purposes
• Level 5 is the level of evolutionary experience through self denial, the
ultimate sacrifice. (only 1 entity has reached level 5)

An entity in SE 6’s environment does not need to experience these levels in
order. They are not a progression towards SE 6
Entities can experience more than one level concurrently by duplicating
themselves.
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Source Entity Six
A Description of one of SE6’s Entities.
•

Dark multi layered entities with streamers of dark energy emanating from
them.

•

They are like an amorphous black hole.

•

The interior, which was visible, was the exterior, which was the interior;
everything’s confused as if it was all one and the same.

•

From the outside it looked like the inside was full of star like objects, objects
that moved in procession, each having a direction to go in.

•

The entities appear to be interconnected in all ways possible, the inside was
the outside, the middle was the end and the centre was the periphery. 61

Source Entity Six
A Description of one of SE6’s Entities.
•

In all this though there is an element of order and everything has a function.

•

Areas of similar but stand alone energy appeared to have a job to do.

•

The stars are pockets of energy of differing quantity, quality and functional
importance to the continuing existence of the entity.

•

The entities had portals, mini doorways that not only allowed the energies and those
parts of its form to exist on the different levels they were, but allowed both the energy
flow between those parts and the interactive functionality of the entities form on one
level to also function in between levels concurrently with the other level.

•

It can not only exist in different levels but is designed to function in these levels at
the same time. As a result of this function its form was not really form but pure
62
function.

Source Entity Six
Source Entity of Five Aspects

An Image of the Entity

It can and does exist either on the universal scale, the micro universal scale,
the atomic in physical terms or even the macro universal scale.
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Highlights
from
‘Beyond The Source’
BOOK 2
Communication With The Co-Creators
Continues
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Source Entity Seven
• SE7 initially Split itself into two.
• In the process created three separate but linked units of self
• Each have a separate “personality”
• Entities can traverse and experience each of the environments
• Called themselves SE 7A, 7B & 7C
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Source Entity Eight
• A Continuum of Continuum
• Each continuum is affected by evolution
• Each continuum can affect each others evolution
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Source Entity Nine
• A Source Entity whose entities are comprised of Event Space
• Two new universal components divulged
• Additional components of Event Space discussed
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Source Entity Ten
• Advised on the 4 versions of the OM
• Illustrated the Epochs of Self Awareness
• Has entities that exist in 3 scales of environments on a random basis
• These entities work in all 3 environments concurrently
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Source Entity Eleven
• SE11 made itself into a collective
• Searched for the optimal synergetic effect of collectivity
• Circumnavigated the law of collective synergy
• Re-constructed itself to maximise its potential after circumnavigation of
this Law
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Source Entity Twelve
• A Awakening Source Entity in Observation
• Not constrained by existing evolutionary commitments
• Thought its peers had covered all of the evolutionary angles
• Ventured outside the Origins area of self awareness
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The Origin
The Volume of the Origins Area of Self awareness and the 12
Source Entities
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